WHAT ARE COOKIES
Cookies are small text files, typically made of letters and numbers and are used to make websites work more
effectively; we use cookies to enhance your visiting experience (for example ensuring the website uses the
language you have selected). Cookies are stored locally on your computer, mobile phone or tablet and assist
Formax in order to retain your preferences so that when you revisit our client areas you are recognised and the
content will be more relevant to your needs based on your previous visits.
When used responsibly, cookies can inform and encourage best practice by websites and businesses to deliver
and record timely and relevant information about users.
We use Cookies to:





Understand visitors’ browsing habits on our website and to allow us to improve and enhance your
experience.
Compile statistical reports on website traffic and activity. For example; the number of visitors and the
pages they visit over a period.
Temporarily store and to retrieve at a later date, any information which you may enter, such as your
username.
Define advertising on/off our website to certain users based on their browsing habits and
preferences.

Please note that we do not store any personal information in our cookies that other web users could read and
understand. Neither is the information we obtain via our cookies are transferred or shared with any other
entities.
WHAT COOKIES DOES FORMAX PRIME CAPITAL UK LIMITED USE?
Formax Prime Capital UK Limited uses three types of cookie:
1.

Session Cookies
We use Session Cookies for the following purposes:


2.

To allow our users to carry information across various pages of our website. Specifically, this
eliminates the need of having to re-submit security information or preferences. For example;
we use session cookies to keep members logged in as they move from page to page. More
importantly, we also use session cookies enhance security measures by logging our customers
out of their account after a period of inactivity.

Formax Cookies
Formax Cookies are used for the following purposes:






3.

To help us recognise you as a unique visitor/user when you return to our website and to allow
us to tailor content or advertisements to match your preferred interests. We also use Formax
Cookie to avoid showing you the same adverts repeatedly.
To compile statistics that allow us to understand how people use our website and to help us
improve the layout of our website. Please note that the information collected here is strictly
confidential.
To internally identify you by account ID, Name, Email address and geographic location
including your computer ID/IP address.

Third Party Cookies
Formax uses third party suppliers to provide a range of services on our website. These are used for the
following purposes:



To place advertisements on third party sites and ensure they are timely and relevant
To control how often you are shown a particular advertisement.





To tailor content to your habits and preferences.
To count and track the movement of anonymous users across our websites.
For website usage statistics and analysis.

HOW TO CONTROL & DELETE COOKIES


If you wish to restrict or block the cookies that are set by the Formax website, or any other
website, you can do this through your browser “Settings”.



Your browser’s “Help” section will also explain how to disable cookies. For more information,
visit www.aboutcookies.org where you can find comprehensive information on how to
manage cookie settings on the most popular browsers.

